On (dates)_______________________________, I was unable to attend class due to an illness of such severity as to prevent me from meeting my academic obligation. I pledge on my honor that the prior statement is true.

Signature:__________________________________________________________

Printed name:________________________________________________________

University ID Number:______________________________________________

Remove and submit the student-completed template above.

The University Health Center (UHC) does not routinely provide medical excuse notes. If a student has a prolonged illness or hospitalization of which the UHC is aware that results in missed class, a medical excuse will generally be provided. It is relatively rare that we specifically recommend absence from class as a result of a visit to the UHC.

In some circumstances, a student may choose to share a “medical discharge summary” from the UHC as evidence of their visit to the UHC. This document should not be construed to imply that absence from class was recommended.

For isolated medically necessitated absence from class, the student should submit the self-signed attestation above to their instructor. A template is provided above for consistency.

If a student misses a “major scheduled grading event” and they are evaluated at the UHC, a medical excuse may be provided. This will depend on the medical provider’s assessment of the severity of the illness.

This approach is informed by the University policy noted above.